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IBB‘s sustainability approach
•

Sustainability is a top priority at IBB and fully integrated in the business model and corporate strategy.

•

The bank's promotional business in particular reflects its commitment to improving economic, social and ecological
living conditions in the capital.

•

With the offers in the field of business development, IBB contributes to create and secure jobs in Berlin.

•

In the field of housing and real estate development, the bank enables the construction of affordable housing in
Berlin through funding offers and, against the backdrop of an ageing population, makes a promotional contribution to
the creation of age-appropriate and barrier-free apartments.
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The most important medium-term
sustainability goals for IBB
be the main point of contact in Berlin on the subject of
“sustainable funding opportunities” by 2030

enable 15 billion euros of sustainable funding based on
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030
integration of the SDGs into all fields of action of IBB
support “climate-neutral Berlin” by 2045

ongoing climate-neutral bank operations since 2022*

* Refers to the CO2 emissions from Scope 1 and 2 plus operations within Scope 3. This does not take into account the climate-relevant
emissions from the IBB loan portfolio.
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Sustainability strategy and reporting
•

The sustainability strategy sets out essential sustainability goals for a five-year period and is coordinated with the
other strategies in the IBB Group in a regular strategy process.

•

The IBB Group's business strategy is updated annually.

•

The goals of the IBB Group are disclosed as part of the annual sustainability reporting and linked to corresponding
measures.

•

The sustainability report is prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standard.

•

In addition to the sustainability report, the IBB Group produces a management report (annually), a non-financial
report in accordance with the CSR Directive Implementation Act (reviewed by an independent auditing company,
annually) and a DNK Declaration of Compliance (German Sustainability Code, every two years).
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Our contribution to the SDGs
•

SDG volume in million euro

SDG volume in tsd. euro
Q2 2022

IBB is committed to the 17 global goals
for sustainable development adopted by
the United Nations (UN) in 2015, the so
called Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The SDGs are to be achieved by
2030 and aim at economically,
ecologically and socially sustainable
development. By referencing the SDGs,
we show even clearer how financing is
making a sustainable contribution to the
further development of our environment.
Our contribution to the SDGs is presented
in our Sustainability Report.

984.650

6.450,0

4.100,0

538.283
489.331

2.987,0
2.535,7

144.318

105.130
90.246

65.266

2. Social bond framework

1.803,1
1.500,0

115.028
1.629

1.500,0
992,4
750,0

75

For IBB's business, the SDGs 1, 8, 9 and
11 are of main relevance.
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actual-state
actual-state (without covid-aid)
plan

Q1 2022

2020
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IBB‘s sustainability guidelines
• IBB Unternehmensverwaltung (IBB UV), the owner and sole shareholder of IBB, has developed sustainability
guidelines for the entire IBB Group for the first time. These were adopted by the IBB Board of Management and IBB
UV on 5 January 2022 and apply to the entire IBB Group.
• These guidelines outline how the topic of sustainability is integrated at various levels in the IBB Group. The basis is the
public mandate and the business model, in which sustainability is taken into account as a central component of the
business activities right from the start.
• A central sustainability management, which is organisationally located in IBB, ensures implementation throughout
the IBB Group. In this context, a Sustainability Officer has been appointed to lead the implementation of systematic
sustainability management throughout the IBB Group in cooperation with the departments. The work of the
Sustainability Officer is supported by the Sustainability Working Group, which he chairs and in which various
departments are represented.
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Exclusion criteria of the IBB Group
• The business practices listed below are not in line with the values of the IBB Group and are
detrimental to the transformation into a sustainable society.

• From our perspective, these business practices are controversial for various reasons and are
therefore excluded from support provided through our lending and investment business as soon as a
significant share of turnover, i.e. more than ten percent of total turnover, of all business areas is
reached at borrower level:

Armament
and
weapons
industry

1. IBB’s sustainability work

Power
generation
from fossil
fuels

Alcohol

2. Social bond framework

Tobacco
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Wildlife

Pornography and
prostitution

4. Guarantor Land Berlin

Gambling
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Four fields of sustainable action
Business ethics and product stewardship

Social commitment, communication & compliance

Social responsibility towards IBB‘s employees

Operational environmental protection and resource efficiency
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Business ethics and product stewardship
•

IBB supports Berlin's economic development with its promotional programs. The overarching goal is to support the
economy in creating and securing jobs and to promote sufficient affordable housing for a growing Berlin population.

•

IBB helps to ensure that Berlin's economic and population growth does not occur at the expense of environmental
and climate conditions. The aim is to support Berlin's climate protection goals by increasing energy efficiency in
the Berlin building sector.

•

With the funding offers, IBB provides an incentive for the implementation of sustainable, resource-saving
investments in Berlin.

•

One focus of IBB’s business development is the sustainable location development of Berlin by supporting SMEs
in the start-up phase, in financing innovations and in the further course of business activity.

•

When allocating funding, IBB takes into account economic, ecological and social criteria as well as customer
groups and projects for which there is only an insufficient market offer due to the assessment of creditworthiness, risk
or return.
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Sustainable capital market business
• By integrating and considering sustainability criteria in the bank’s investment activities, IBB can support the
development of the sustainable finance market and the promotion of sustainable activities. For example, IBB has
established its own ESG sub-portfolio as part of the bank’s liquidity investments, and currently covers Green, Social
and Sustainability bonds. To be eligible, a combination of criteria must be met by the specific bond, the issuer and, in
part, by the country of residence. The criteria are reviewed and further developed internally on an annual basis.
• IBB also screens the sustainability of issuers for all other bonds in the IBB liquidity portfolio. To this end, access to
sustainability ratings, CO2 impact and screening data for exclusion criteria was obtained from ISS ESG and S&P
Global ESG in 2021. The Treasury continuously develops the sustainability criteria for the selection of investment
decisions and business partners in order to contribute to a sustainable further development of the financial markets.
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Social commitment, communication &
compliance
•

IBB fulfills its social responsibility by supporting social and cultural projects.

•

IBB supports competitions for innovative projects and initiatives for a sustainable Berlin.

•

IBB provides the public with transparent and up-to-date information about the promotional business and aspects of
sustainability.

•

IBB has adopted a code of conduct that stands for its integrity, impeccable reputation and good corporate
governance. IBB complies with laws and combats corruption and bribery.
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Social responsibility towards
IBB‘s employees
• IBB promotes the performance orientation of its employees and is committed to its social responsibility.
• Well-qualified and motivated employees are at the center of the “Leistung für Berlin” (in eng. “Performance for
Berlin”) vision.
• IBB creates transparency on key issues relating to remuneration policy.
• IBB supports its employees in achieving a good work-life balance.

• IBB promotes equal opportunities and diversity among its employees.
• Occupational safety and the health of employees are very important to IBB.
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Operational environmental protection and
resource efficiency
• IBB treats natural resources sensitively and responsibly. Sustainable action is firmly taken into account in processes
at all levels of the banking operations.

• IBB continuously pursues an improvement of its contribution to climate protection.
• IBB uses internal and external impulses and maintains a close dialogue with its stakeholders.
• When procuring services or products, IBB pays attention to sustainability aspects that go beyond the legal
framework of the Berlin Tender and Public Procurement Act (Berliner Ausschreibungs- und Vergabegesetz – BerlAVG).
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Climate-neutral banking
• IBB’s aim is to minimize the bank’s impact on the climate and the environment. IBB focuses on avoiding emissions, but
also to reduce the resource consumption in banking operations to a necessary minimum.

• The CO2 emissions from Scope 1 and 2 plus operations within Scope 3, which are generated annually by the
banking operations, are compensated by the purchase of certificates (certified climate projects).
• This implementation has been carried out by an external provider “ClimatePartner”, which declared IBB a “climateneutral company” in January 2022.

• With the support of “ClimatePartner”, IBB is investing in two sustainable climate protection projects, making a clear
commitment to climate protection and the sustainability strategy with the “climate neutral” label and at the same time
making a contribution to the Paris Climate Agreement and to the achievement of the global SDGs.
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IBB social bond framework
RATIONALE FOR ISSUANCE OF
SOCIAL BONDS

IBB SOCIAL BOND FRAMEWORK

• IBB acts as the extended arm of the federal
state of Berlin tasked with implementing
relevant steps to fulfil the state’s strong
commitment towards sustainability
• As a development bank, it is in IBB’s DNA
to contribute to the sustainable
development of Berlin with the bank’s
funding
• The issuance of social bonds thus fits
well in the nature and mission of IBB,
and can help the bank to decrease
disparities and harmonize living conditions
primarily in Berlin

1. IBB’s sustainability work

2. Social bond framework

USE OF PROCEEDS

• Portfolio of social eligible loans including following categories:
• Affordable housing
• Affordable basic infrastructure
• Access to essential service
• SME financing and employment generation
• Access to public goods & Services

PROCESS FOR ASSET
EVALUATION &
SELECTION

• IBB’s ESG Bond Committee is an important part of the selection process for social eligible loans
• The committee's responsibilities include: approval of the pool of social eligible loans in line with the
criteria defined in the Framework and IBB’s sustainability guidelines, annual reporting, updating the
framework if necessary, etc.

MANAGEMENT OF
PROCEEDS

• All social bonds are managed at portfolio level according to a pool-to-bond approach
• Until maturity of the social bonds, IBB will keep track ensure that the volume of social eligible loans
in the portfolio exceeds the proceeds from the social bonds

REPORTING

• Social bond reporting will be published annually until full allocation, and in a timely manner in case
of material changes
• Verification of the allocation reporting will be done by an external party

3. IBB group & financials

4. Guarantor Land Berlin

5. Funding activities
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IBB social bond framework – use of proceeds
SBP
Categories

Eligibility
criteria

Target
population

Affordable housing

Loans to state-owned
housing companies for
rental housing in Berlin

Loans to
housing
cooperatives
declaring that
the average
rent is below
the city average
rent of Berlin for
rental housing

Affordable basic infrastructure

Loans to municipal and state-owned
infrastructure companies in Berlin with
the established (social) mission of
affordable and environmentally
friendly service provision to improve
access to: public transport, water
treatment and supply, waste
management, energy services

Persons entitled to a
WBS according to the
Berlin income limits;
The net cold rent is not
more than 30% of the
income of a tenant

All population in Berlin

Access to essential services

Loans to state-owned
hospitals in Berlin
with the aim of
modernizing and
digitizing the
healthcare system

All population in
Berlin

Loans to state-owned
(housing) companies
in Berlin for the
construction and
renovation of schools
to improve access to
education

Participants in
primary to tertiary
education

SME financing
and employment
generation

Access to public
goods & services

General loans for
small and
medium-sized
enterprises with
the purpose of
creating and
safeguarding jobs

General loans to
German economically
disadvantaged
municipalities for
infrastructure and
services

Small and
medium-sized
enterprises in
Berlin

Citizens of
municipalities with a
GDP/capita below the
German average
and/or an
unemployment rate that
is above the median of
all German
municipalities related to
the commitment year

Sections of the population with low and
middle income
Social
objectives

Support access to housing supply

Support access to basic infrastructure

Support access to healthcare and education

Promote local
economic
development

Support to reduce
inequalities

SDG
Mapping
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IBB social bond framework – process for asset
evaluation & selection
SELECTION OF SOCIAL ELIGIBLE LOANS

• All potential social eligible loans:
• must undergo IBB’s regular credit process, incl. compliance with applicable national and
international environmental and social standards and regulations
•
respect and consider IBB’s exclusion criteria in terms of significant share of turnover for new
Compliance with
business starting in 2022: Armament and weapons industry, fossil energy generation, alcohol,
IBB’s sustainability
tobacco, wild animal, pornography and prostitution, as well as gambling
policies & guidelines
• In the course of 2022, all social eligible loans will also need to be aligned with principles of IBB’s
sustainability guidelines, incl. ESG risks assessment in the funding and lending process
• In addition, ESG-critical commitments will in future be reviewed via the Sustainability Competence Centre
and assessed in depth with regard to ESG risks

ESG Bond
Committee (EBC)

• IBB’s EBC is an important cornerstone in the selection process, and responsible for reviewing and
approving of the pool of social eligible loans in line with the criteria defined in the Framework and IBB’s
sustainability guidelines
• The EBC will meet at least annually and is comprised of representatives from Treasury, Strategy and
Products, Financial Controlling as well as the Sustainability Officer
• Other key responsibilities of the EBC include:
• Review and approval of the social bond framework and any changes to the social bond framework
• Review and approval of the social bond report for investors
• Monitor any ongoing evolution related to sustainable bond market practices
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IBB social bond framework – management of
proceeds
POOL-TO-BOND APPROACH

PROCESS FOR ALLOCATION OF PROCEEDS

• The net proceeds will be exclusively used to finance eligible loans that generate added social value
and/or to refinance existing social eligible loans whose commitment occurred no earlier than 36
months prior to the issuance year of each social bond
• To manage and monitor the proceeds from the social bonds, IBB will use an internal information
system
• If some social eligible loans no longer comply with the definition provided in the ‘use of proceeds’
section, IBB will reallocate the proceeds to other social eligible loans on a best efforts basis and
as soon as is reasonably practicable
• ESG Bond Committee regularly reviews and approves allocations of bond proceeds to social eligible
loans

• Pending the full allocation of the proceeds or in the unlikely event that there are insufficient social
eligible loans, unallocated proceeds will temporarily be invested in accordance with IBB’s internal
regulations for liquidity management, to ensure that the funds are invested in liquid and short-term
investments until they can be allocated to social eligible loans in the portfolio
1. IBB’s sustainability work

2. Social bond framework

3. IBB group & financials

Commitment year of Social Eligible Loans

• IBB is following a pool-to-bond approach for the management of social bond proceeds
2019
2020

Social bond #1
issuance year
2022

2021
2022
2023

Social bond #2
issuance year
2025

2024
2025
20..

Eligible
loan
portfolio

4. Guarantor Land Berlin

Social bond #...
issuance year
20..

Social bonds
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IBB social bond framework – reporting
SOCIAL BOND REPORT

EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL KPIs

IBB will report annually until full allocation - and in a timely manner in the case of
material changes - on the use of proceeds from Social bonds as well as, on a best effort
basis, the expected or actual outputs and/or social impacts of the eligible loan portfolio in
a Social Bond Report

Affordable
housing

Allocation report:

•

A description of outstanding social bonds and the aggregate amount of proceeds
allocated to social eligible loans at end of the reporting period

•

Share of proceeds respectively allocated to financing and refinancing

•

Breakdown of total amount of proceeds allocated to social eligible loans per category

•

Aggregate amount of unallocated proceeds (if any)

State-owned
housing
companies

Based on company and/or project and/or loan level:

Housing
cooperatives

Based on company and/or project and/or loan level:

•

Rent on average per square meter of the total number of
housing units inventory rent

•

Number of new housing units rented out or re-leased

•
•
•
•

Public transport: Number of estimated beneficiaries
Water treatment and supply: Wastewater treatment (Mio. m³)
Waste management services: Treated waste (in t) %
Energy services: Installed capacity of electrification or heat
supply projects

•
•

Healthcare services: Number of estimated beneficiaries
Education: Number of renovated or newly built education
centers

Affordable
basic
infrastructure

State-owned
and municipal
companies

Access to
essential
services

State-owned
companies

SME financing
and
employment
generation

Small and
medium-sized
enterprises

•
•

Number of micro-enterprises and/or SMEs financed
Number of jobs created or secured

Access to
public goods
& services

Municipalities

•
•
•

Number of municipalities
GDP per capita compared to national average
Unemployment rate compared to the national average

Impact report:
•

Aim to disclose the social output and impact of the eligible loan portfolio financed
under the framework where feasible and subject to data availability

•

The output and impact assessment is provided with the reservation that not all
related data can be covered and that calculations will therefore be on a best effort
basis
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Second party opinion by ISS ESG
HIGHLIGHTS

EVALUATION SUMMARY

• Prior to issuance, IBB commissioned ISS
ESG to provide a second party opinion to
assess the alignment of its social bond
framework to ICMA’s Social Bond
Principles (SBP)

•

“ISS ESG considers the use of proceeds description provided by IBB’s social bond framework as aligned with
the ICMA’s SBP. The Issuer’s social categories align with the project categories as proposed by the ICMA’s
SBP, criteria are defined in a clear and transparent manner. Social benefits are described.”

•

“The use of proceeds categories have a significant contribution to SDGs 1 ‘No poverty’, 6 ‘Clean water and
sanitation’, 8 ‘Decent work and economic growth’, 10 ‘Reduced inequalities’, 11 ‘Sustainable cities and
communities’ and 12 ‘Responsible consumption and production’ and a limited contribution to SDGs 3 ‘Good
health and well-being’, 4 ‘Quality education’, 7 ‘Affordable and clean energy’ and 13 ‘Climate action’.”

• ISS ESG has reviewed IBB’s social bond
framework and issued a second party
opinion verifying the compliance of the
Framework with core components of the
SBP
• The second party opinion is available on
IBB’s website

• “The use of proceeds financed through these social bonds are consistent with the issuer’s sustainability
strategy and material ESG topics for the issuer’s industry. The rationale for issuing social bonds is clearly
described by the issuer.”
• “The environmental and social risks associated with the use of proceeds categories have been well
managed.”
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Social eligible loan portfolio as of 30 June 2022
SBP
Categories

Eligibility
criteria

Affordable basic
infrastructure

Affordable housing

Loans to stateowned housing
companies for
rental housing in
Berlin

Remaining
capital as of
30 June 2022

Loans to housing
cooperatives
declaring that the
average rent is
below the city
average rent of
Berlin for rental
housing

Loans to municipal and
state-owned infrastructure
companies in Berlin with the
established (social) mission
of affordable and
environmentally friendly
service provision to improve
access to: public transport,
water treatment and supply,
waste management, energy
services

Access to essential services

Loans to stateowned hospitals
in Berlin with the
aim of
modernizing and
digitizing the
healthcare
system

Loans to stateowned
(housing)
companies in
Berlin for the
construction and
renovation of
schools to
improve access
to education

SME financing
and employment
generation

General loans for
small and mediumsized enterprises
with the purpose of
creating and
safeguarding jobs

Access to public
goods & services

General loans to
German
economically
disadvantaged
municipalities for
infrastructure and
services

EUR 819 million

EUR 140 million

EUR 43 million

EUR 34 million

EUR 775 million

(ca. 45.2%)

(ca. 7.7%)

(ca. 2.4%)

(ca. 1.9%)

(ca. 42.8%)

Total remaining capital of the Eligible Loan Portfolio as of 30 June 2022: ca. EUR 1,811 million
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A strong partner for almost 100 years
Wohnungsfürsorgegesellschaft Berlin mbH established
Wohnungsbau-Kreditanstalt established
Investitionsbank Berlin established (department of Landesbank Berlin)
Integration of LBB into Bankgesellschaft Berlin

1924

1937

1993

1994

2000

2004

2021

Establishment of Investitionsbank Berlin as a federal-state
business development bank
Establishment of IBB as an institution under public law
New group structure
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Strategic business fields
Investitionsbank Berlin
Business
development

•

Counsel and competitions
for starting your business

•

Grants (EU & Land Berlin
funds)

•

Venture Capital

•

Loans (microfinance, SME,
growth financing, public
services, …)

1. IBB’s sustainability work

Housing and urban
development

•

Labour market
development

Banking book

Refinancing of social
oriented landlords (city
owned or building
cooperatives)

•

Improvement of job market
access

•

Liquidity portfolio

•

•

Interest rate risk

Supporting trainings and
skill development

•

Refinancing the bank

•

Financing new construction

•

•

Maturity management

•

Financing energy efficiency
renovations

Securing availability of
skilled employees for the
Berlin economy

•

Cooperating with
commercial banks

•

Improving participation,
social inclusion and
education for people
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IBB group
• Parliament of Berlin voted and approved legal framework
for IBB group on 20th May 2021
• The Federal State of Berlin is sole owner of IBB
Unternehmensverwaltung (IBB UV) as public sector
institution (AöR); IBB UV is sole owner of IBB
• IBB UV is owner of further subsidiaries to provide
non-bank promotional activities for the state of Berlin
• The following slides provide financial figures for IBB
(bank). As IBB itself does not publish a disclosure report,
some numbers are taken from the group disclosure
report of IBB UV.

(simplified diagram)
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Important financial figures of IBB (1/2)
In €m

31 December 2021

31 December 2020

20,791.6
1,108.6

19,449.7
802.5

438.6
-106.5
-10.0
322.2
-15.0

132.9
-88.1
-12.9
31.8
-20.0

307.2

11.8

3,009

2,217

724

701

Balance-sheet sum
HGB Equity
Total revenue
Total administrative expenditure
Risk provisioning/valuations
Economic performance
Support and grants for the Federal Land of
Berlin/business development
Net income for the year*
New business volume**
No. of employees

* Including equity increase from §3 Grundvertrag valuing 284.8 €m
** Incl. distribution of corona aid programmes
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Important financial figures of IBB and IBB UV (2/2)
31 December 2021
Core capital ratio IBB
Total capital ratio IBB
Core capital ratio IBB UV
Total capital ratio IBB UV
Leverage ratio IBB UV
Liquidity Coverage Ratio IBB UV (annual average)
Net Stable Funding Ratio IBB UV

**) 20.9 % / *)
**) 21.0 % / *)
**) 20.3 % / *)
**) 20.4 % / *)
**) 6.2 %

16.2 %
16.2 %
15.7 %
15.7 %
_
317 %
118 %

31 December 2020
16.0 %
16.1 %

* Published before profit retention decision ** Published after profit retention decision

Asset encumberance (IBB UV)
in €m
Sum of all assets

Average 2021

31 December 2021
(after profit retention)

20,927.7

Encumbered assets
thereof debenture bonds
thereof HQLA
Unencumbered assets
thereof debenture bonds
thereof HQLA

6,059.8
2,250.2
479.3
14,867.9
2,611.2
2,105.3

Encumberance ratio
1. IBB’s sustainability work

Interest rate risk IBB
(Basel rate shift)
Scenario

Regulatory own funds change

€ interest rates +200 BP
€ interest rates -200 BP

-7.17%
-0.99%

29.0%
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Equity increase (IBB Figures)
• To enable increased promotional business in Berlin and to expand IBB as a development Bank, an equity increase was
prepared in 2021:
• Background: Wohnungsbaukreditanstalt Berlin (early legal predecessor of IBB) and the Federal State of Berlin established in
1966 a basic agreement on financing for publicly subsidised housing
 the attribution of redemptions is based on a funds ratio, which splits those into funds of Federal State of Berlin and of WBK/IBB.
 The redemption amounts of IBB were passed on to IBB, but have initially not been made usable as own funds of IBB

• In 2021, a supplementary agreement was established between IBB and the Federal State of Berlin
 The redemption amounts that IBB has received in the past and will continue to receive will stay permanently with IBB and can be
used as own funds.

• In IBB‘s Annual Accounts 2021, EUR 284.8m from this special effect were recognised

• After the decision on profit retention (EUR 307.2m net income: EUR 296.8m will be retained in IBB and EUR 10.4m will
be distributed to IBB UV) equity and capital ratios increase retrospectively as follows:
 Regulatory Equity increases from EUR 1,009.4m by EUR 297.4m to EUR 1,306.8m
 Total capital ratio of IBB increases from 16.2% (31.12.21 before profit retention decision) to 20.9% (31.12.21 after decision)
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Own funds & risk weighted assets (IBB UV, HGB)
Items of common equity tier 1 capital / on-balance sheet
capital
Capital stock
Capital reserve
Balance sheet gain/loss
HGB equity
Year-end profit
fund for general banking risks
Common Equity Tier 1 capital prior to regulatory
adjustments
Intangible assets
Regulatory adjustment of common equity Tier 1 capital
Common Equity Tier 1 capital
Additional Tier 1 capital
Tier 1 capital
Tier 2 capital

31 December 2021
in Mio. EUR
750.0
68.0
290.3
1,108.3
-7.2
204.3

RWA – 31 December 2021

Risk position
Credit Risk (Standardised approach)

5,919.7

Counterparty credit risk

43.0

Market price risk
Operational risk

0.0
254.1

Total

6,216.8

1,305.5
-42.7
-42.7
1,262.8
0.0
1,262.8
5.7

Own funds

1,268.4

In contrast to the amount of EUR 249.8 million reported in the consolidated balance sheet in the financial report of
IBB UV as of December 31, 2021, only EUR 204.3 million is recognized for regulatory own funds. The difference of
EUR 45.5 million does not fully meet the conditions of Art. 26 (1) f) CRR.
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Credit risk exposure of IBB
Probabiltiy of default according to DSGV-scale in %
Ratings
Probabiltiy of default

1-5

6-11

12-15

16-18

< 0.4

0.6 to 4.4

6.7 to 45.0

default

not rated

Riskposition in country distribution
Credits in IBB-Risk* in Segments and Ratings in €m (Ratings without consideration
of collateral)
Segment / Rating

1-5

6-11

12-15

16-18

not rated

in total

Business development

3,693.1

172.5

601.1

20.8

101.6

4,589.1

Rental Housing

6,720.0

626.2

0.4

51.5

67.1

7,465.1

67.0

195.2

3.6

6.4

4.1

276.2

10,480.0

993.8

605.1

78.6

172.8

12,330.4

85.0

8.1

4.9

0.6

1.4

100.0

Owner occupied housing
Total
in %

Further 2.4 bn. € are on balance sheet but due to promotional character and guarantees not at risk for IBB

11%
11%

78%

Germany

EUR members

non EUR members

Banking book and Treasuryportfolio according to Ratings in €m
(Ratings without consideration of collateral)
Rating
Total
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1-5

6-11

12-15

16-18

not rated

in total

7,033.2

50.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7,083.2
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Non performing loans of IBB UV
Accounting Standard
Loans and advances to
customers
NPL
Received collateral
Loan loss provision
NPL ratio

31 December 2021

31 December 2020

31 December 2019

Local GAAP (HGB)

IFRS

IFRS

14,218.3

13,389.8

12,988.8

187.9

186.1

254.6

168.1

155.0

234.6

31.7

52.0

43.7

1.3%

1.4%

2.0%

Figures are only comparable to a limited extent due to changes in accounting (as from 2021 Local GAAP (HGB))
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Regulatory and legal conditions
Ownership Land Berlin

Legal basis

• Public-sector responsibility: The federal state
bears public sector responsibility (Anstaltslast)
for IBB UV and IBB UV in turn bears public
sector responsibility for IBB.

• The IBB law, the memorandum and the articles
of association form the legal framework.

• Guarantee: Pursuant to section 3 (2) of the IBB
law, the Federal Land guarantees IBB‘s liabilities
and this results in IBB‘s „solva 0“ status for its
liabilities.

• HGB (local GAAP) financial statement for IBB

• Non-trading-book institute

• HGB (local GAAP) consolidated financial
statement and regulatory disclosure report for
IBB UV

• IBB is insolvency remote pursuant to section 1
of Berlins Act on the Insolvency of Legal Persons
under Public Law.
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Berlin
Key facts 2021
•

Area of 892 sqm., Germany's largest city in terms of space

•

Population: 3.8 million (2021: +5,500 inhabitants)

•

55% of the population is below the age of 45

•

Gross domestic product in 2021: €163.0 bn (+3.3% compared to the previous year)

•

Hotel guests in 2021: 5.1 million (+3.7% compared to the previous year)

•

Berlin as the capital city of start-ups : more than 43,000 business registrations
(+4.3% compared to the previous year)

•

International location for congresses and exhibitions

•

Moody's/Fitch long-term rating for the Federal Land of Berlin: Aa1 (stable) or AAA
(stable)
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Berlin‘s economy shows resilience to the Corona
crisis
Economic growth in Berlin has been surpassing the German average for eight consecutive years. After the initial shock of
the crises, Berlin returned to its long-term growth path. The crisis in Ukraine should dampen the rebound.
Gross domestic product in Berlin and Germany

Gross domestic product 2021

Percentage change from previous year
6

Percentage change from previous year
10
8

7

10

11

12

13

14
Berlin

15

16

17

18

20

Berlin

Baden-Würt.

2.1

Rheinl.-Pfalz

0.9

21

Germany

Source: Statistical Office for Berlin-Brandenburg, IBB
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Source: Statistical Office for Berlin-Brandenburg, IBB
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Tax income on state level /
German equalization mechanism 2020 onwards

• Bund provides additional funds to equalize tax income
per capita
• Special burdens can be equalized with further additional
funds from Bund (i.e. reunification, high indebtedness in
Saarland and Bremen)
• Berlin received EUR 3.6 billion in 2021

corporate tax

50 %

42.5 %

income tax

42.5 %

53.3 %

value added tax

44.5 %

15 %

(Länder)

50 %

states

• States with lower revenues receive a higher proportion
of the value added tax (Art. 107 German constitution
„Grundgesetz“)

(Bund)

• All states (Länder) share the revenues of the most
important taxes (corporate, income and value added
tax) with the central government (Bund)

Federal distribution of important taxes
central government

• Federal states share revenues from the most important
types of taxes with the federal government

2.2 %

municipalities
(Gemeinden)

• Development of citizens per state is key for finances
Source: Bundesfinanzministerium
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Favorable economic development and budget
discipline created fiscal space for sizable support
The State of Berlin recorded budget surpluses for several years which were used to repay debt and for investments. 2020
recorded the first budget deficit since 2012 – due to Covid. 2021 the deficit was already considerably reduced.
Financial balance of the State of Berlin

Debt of the State of Berlin

.in million EUR
4,000

70

70

60

60

3,587

3,000
2,380

2,000

1,521
1,010

1,000

676

872

983

477
205

137

50

01/01/2020
38.6

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

0
-151

-1,000
-1,116
-1,431

-1,440 -1,414

-10
1992

-2,000

-10
1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

2010

2013

2016

2019

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Result 2020 and preliminary result 2021; budget plan 2022/2023
Source: Berlin Government, Senate Department for Finance
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Source: Federal Statistics Office; IBB
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Capital market funding in 2022
•

Planned issuance volume of 2.5 to 3.0 €bn in 2022. All issuance activity is Euro denominated with maturities between
1 and 30 years.

•

Funding activities will be concentrated on bonds with issue sizes of 250 €m to 500 €m up to 10 years (German stand
alone documentation, no EMTN or other program).

•

Issues can be via private placement, German style “nasse Stücke” and also public deals with order book.

•

All issued debt is senior and is explicitly guaranteed by the federal state of Berlin. Issuance comes in the form of
bonds or German style IOUs (Schuldscheine and Namensschuldverschreibungen). IBB issues only plain vanilla fixed
or floating coupons and does not offer structured products.

•

Market quotes are provided by the issuing syndicate or IBB for smaller issues.
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IBB bonds at a glance
(min. 500 MM EUR)
ISIN
Anouncement Maturity Coupon Nominal
DE000A2GSEK4 07.06.2018 14.06.2023 0.25
500
DE000A2LQK56

26.02.2019

05.03.2024

0.13

500

DE000A2LQK80

23.10.2019

30.07.2024

0.01

500

DE000A2LQK31

23.11.2018

29.11.2024

0.25

500

DE000A2YN033

03.01.2020

10.04.2025

0.01

500

DE000A2YN090

10.02.2021

17.11.2025

FRN

500

DE000A2LQK49

09.01.2019

17.04.2026

0.50

500

DE000A2LQK72

11.07.2019

16.07.2026

0.00

DE000A289KG5

24.08.2021

15.07.2027

DE000A2YN1B4

07.04.2021

DE000A2LQK98

Regulatory Details

Liquidity perspective

Legal form

ECB eligible

Yes

PSPP eligible

Yes

Listing

Regulated
market

Secondary
Market
Making

BBG ALLQ
~12 Quotes

Benchmarkindices

Bloomberg
Barclays, ICE
BofA

Eurex Repo
Baskets

GC Pooling
ECB, GC
Pooling
Extended,
Corporate,
Special

Public sector
entity (AöR)

Owner

Land Berlin

Guarantor

Land Berlin

500

LCR

Level 1

0.01

500

0%

18.04.2028

0.01

500

CRR risk
weight

15.11.2019

22.11.2029

0.01

500

0%

DE000A2YN1C2

11.06.2021

01.07.2031

0.01

500

Solvency II
spreadfactor

DE000A289KH3

27.01.2022

03.02.2032

0.25

500

DE000A2YN058

26.02.2020

02.03.2035

0.05

500

External
rating

Fitch AAA

Source: Bloomberg 23.08.2022, EurexRepo
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Public benchmarks 2019 / 2020 / 2021
Key transaction facts
Anouncement Date
Term
IPT
Final Spread
Deal Size
Book at final Spread

Jan 9th 2019
7YR 3M
3
2
500 MM
> 850 MM

Oct 23rd 2019
4YR 9M
-2
-3
500 MM
> 1300 MM

Mar 26th 2020
2YR 1M
DM + 28
DM + 26
Tap 250 MM
975 MM

Apr 8th 2021
7YR
-1
-1
500 MM
>1000 MM

Allocation by Investor Type
Public Accounts
Asset Manager
Banks

19%
4%
77%

28%
8%
64%

7%
3%
90%

20%
8%
72%

Allocation by Region
Germany
International

95%
5%

71%
29%

76%
24%

76%
24%
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Contacts
Head of Treasury

Michael Wolters

Head of Money and Capital Markets

Johannes Lischke

Money & Capital Markets

Jessica Dietrich, Georg Hirschfelder,
Thomas Richter, Martin Sachadä

Telephone

+49 30 2125 2200

Fax

+49 30 2125 3711

E-Mail

Firstname.Lastname@ibb.de
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More IBB
Website

www.ibb.de/en

Investor Relations

https://www.ibb.de/en-ir

Company Profile

https://www.ibb.de/cp

Bloomberg PP & Contact Page

IBBB

Bloomberg Ticker

IBB CORP

BIC CODE:

IBBB DE BB

LEI:

5299 00 OBCZMX3TFA06 73
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation has been thoroughly researched. Nevertheless, it does
not claim to be complete and the information contained therein may be subject to changes. We shall not
be liable for any information provided herein.
The presentation is for information purposes only and constitutes neither an offer nor an invitation to buy
or sell securities. It must not be viewed as personal or general advice on the basis of which investment
decisions can be made.
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Thank you for your kind attention!

Investitionsbank Berlin
Bundesallee 210
10719 Berlin

Telephone: 030 / 2125-0
Fax: 030 / 2125-2200
www.ibb.de

